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Abstract. The accessibility of information on web-space is considered
to be focused on the properties of hyperlinks. Although the reasons to
put in a hyperlink are multifarious, only one kind of link exists in HTML
structure. As a result of this, users have to search for links by using
syntactically techniques so as to retrieve information in web-space. In
this paper, four kinds of hyper links are introduced into HTML, in order
to improve the accessibility of information in web-space: External links,
Internal links, Navigation links and Intra-unit links. Designers and users
can share the image of the link target page by using these kinds of links.

1 Introduction

It is one of the things that annoy web designers, that what actions users take
on a website are not clear. Users don’t necessarily correctly understand the
designers’ intention, therefore the detailed design of a websites’ structure is not
always effective. On the other hand, users are also annoyed by guessing the
designers’ intention and searching for an item that should be clicked on when
they encounter a website which is not well designed.

The most likely causes of these problems are the different expectations of
links between users and the designer. The different expectations are caused by
the fact that there is only one basic type of hyper link, although the reasons
to put hyperlinks is multifarious[1]. As a result, the users cannot trace informa-
tion by using “Meaning of link”, which should be considered by the designer.
Therefore, formal and meaningless symbol manipulations by using syntax theory
technologies are forced on the user, such as generating “the label that it seem”
from the keyword that it seem, though a search target is a page which has a
semantic relationship with other pages[1]. In a word, the ability to understand
the semantic structure of the website in the context of the page, and generating
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a label that seems most suitable for the required information is necessary to
retrieve information from a website efficiently.

As technologies for retrieving information on a website, based on the meaning
of words, semantic web and web ontology[2] are studied. However, the application
of these technologies to general usages is difficult at the present stage because
the concepts that need to be defined are vast[3]. Moreover, even if all of the
necessary concepts can be defined, making the website users aware of them is
not easy.

In this paper, the linked information is classified by the semantic upper and
lower relation, from a current page. This classification doesn’t depend on the con-
tent of an individual website, so to speak, it is meta-classification. Furthermore,
information flows are analyzed by using a strict mathematical framework.

2 The Problem with Information Transmission Via
Websites

2.1 Designers’ Viewpoint

From a viewpoint of web accessibility, websites should be designed according to
the semantic structure of information. Actually, some portal sites, e.g. Yahoo[4],
are designed according to an original conceptual structure for accessibility. How-
ever, when thinking about the characteristics of web based media where everyone
can easily send information, it is difficult to force all information senders to con-
struct the appropriate structure.

The following items are enumerated as factors that make it difficult when
constructing an appropriate layered structure.

1. Differences of mental modal caused by differences of individual experience.
2. Differences of knowledge of the information that needs to be sent.
3. A structure gradually collapses as a result of several staff updating at the

same time.
4. Designers don’t have a concept of the layered structure of information.

As for 1 and 2, the solutions are studied in the field of the above mentioned
web ontology etc. In this paper, the aim is problem solving for items 3 and 4,
without requesting designers to consider the layered structure of information, by
introducing some loose restrictions based on a conceptual structure.

2.2 Users’ Viewpoint

In general, website users spend a large amount of time looking for the item
that should be clicked on. At this time, the users search while wondering “Is
it correct?”, causing a lot of mental stress to the user[5]. In other words, while
searching a website, the operator feels numerous stresses when they can not
understand the item that should be clicked, or after clicking, unexpected infor-
mation appears. It is thought that these situations occur when the designers’
intention is not transmitted to the users clearly.
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In a website constructed by CMS (Contents Management System), e.g.
XOOPS[6], ZOPE[7] or blogs, an item which uses a link that looks like a banner-
type message. As a result, the user receives the impression that an institutional
advertising page will appear. Therefore, novices are confused during the visit to
the website because it is not understood intuitively where they need to click in
order to read the contents of the website. At this time, the users cannot have
the confidence in the type of information that is linked. Therefore, they feel hes-
itation in “the act so that a large mental cost is expended, i.e. click”. Hence, if
suitable link types for the character of linked information, which is linked, can be
made, a reduction in the users’ stress during information retrieval is expected.

3 Introducing “Loose Constraint”

The diversity of usage of link tag can be enumerated as a cause of making the
users’ forecasting of linked information difficult. However, it is not effective to
strictly define the relationship between the link and the linked information, as
already described in section 1. Hence, in this paper, loose restrictions are given
to the relationship between a link and the linked information. First of all, clause
of information in a website is discussed in order to provide restrictions.

3.1 Clause of Information

Pages of website are sets of information divided by a designer based on his/her
own concept. For example, if the designer feels that one sentence became long
too much, he/she divides it into two pages, on the other hand, if the contents
are short, different information might be packed on one page by the designer.
Therefore, guessing designers’ intention is always required for website users.

This means that there may be improper delimitation of information on a
website page. Hence, the concept of UNIT will be introduced as “a block of
information” in a website. UNIT is a semantic delimitation of information. Two
or more units might be included in one page, and one unit might be composed of
two or more pages. For instance, two or more pages that include similar content,
e.g. portfolio of work, commodity list and etc, are treated as a single UNIT. As
a result, websites can be grasped as a layered structure of information that has
UNITs as nodes.

3.2 Kinds of Links

Table 1 shows a relationship between an item on a page and a character of linked
information from both user and designer viewpoints. In this table, “referring”
means that there is information continuously being referred to. In general, de-
signers consider the distinction between “link to an inside page” and “link to
an outside page” comparatively strongly on account of the difference between
“link to a file” and “link to a URL”. Moreover, navigation links such as “Top”,
“Back”, and “Next” are recognized as special items. On the other hand, users
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Table 1. Relation between link items and linked information

Property of link Linked information
Designer External Related knowledge

Internal Subordinate/Superordinate/Single knowledge
Navigation Superordinate/Single knowledge

User Back Searching
Forward Referring/Searching
Refer Referring

Table 2. Relation between link items and linked information with the notion of UNIT

Property of link Linked information
Designer External Related knowledge

Internal Superordinate/Subordinate knowledge
Intra-unit Single knowledge
Navigation Superordinate knowledge

User Back Searching
Forward (inside) Searching
Refer Referring
Forward (outside) Leave site

have two modes, i.e. “searching” and “referring”, during browsing. They con-
sider the operations “back” and “next” because they exist in the button bar of
a browser. Especially, the operation of “back” tends to be selected immediately
after judging that a present page is useless[9].

The concept of four kinds of link types, i.e. “external link,” “internal link,”
“intra-unit link,” and “navigation link” are introduced based on the above dis-
cussion. Sharing the semantic structure of information in a website between
designer and users can be established by specifying these links.

External links are used for connecting a current page and a page that is in
another website. This type of link involves an exit of the website. As a rule,
these types of links can be set to an arbitrary position in the website.

Internal links connect between UNITs in a website. This type of link is used
when connecting an item with other contents in the website. They are chiefly
used as a menu.

Intra-unit links are used when connecting an item with information in the
same UNIT. In other words, the same kind of information as now referred
to is linked by this type of link.

Navigation links are used to move freely in a website. For instance, buttons
of “back” and “next” are classified as a navigation link. There is not a
semantic relationship between a navigation link and the page which is linked.
Breadcrumbs lists[5] are also classified as a navigation link.

Table 2 shows the relationship between the properties of the link and linked
information, from the viewpoints of designers and users after introducing the con-
cept of UNIT. From a designers viewpoint, the function of navigation links be-
comes clear because the connection is limited to a superordinate knowledge-unit.
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Moreover, the role of internal links and intra-unit links are explicitly distinguished.
“Forward” was classified into three kinds, i.e. “to inside of the website,” “referring
information” and “to outside of the website” from the users viewpoint. As a re-
sult, “the item that should be clicked when browsing” and “the item that should
be clicked when referring” were clearly separated.

4 Analysing Information Flow

4.1 Channel Theory

Barwise and Seligman have proposed Channel Theory [10], which provides a
mathematical framework for Dretske’s “qualitative theory of information.”

A classification A = 〈tok(A), typ(A), |=A〉 consists of following three terms.
1. A set tok(A) of objects to be classified.
2. A set typ(A) of objects used to classify the tokens.
3. A binary relation |=A between tok(A) and typ(A) indicating the types to

which tokens to be classified.

An infomorphism is a pair 〈f∧, f∨〉 of functions. Given two classifications,
A and B, an infomorphism from A to B written as A → B satisfies

f∨(b) |=A α iff b |=B f∧(α)

for ∀α ∈ typ(A), ∀b ∈ tok(B), where f∧ and f∨ are whole-part relationships.
An information channel C = {fi : Ai → C}i∈I is an indexed family of

infomorphisms with a common codomain C called the core of the channel. I is
an index set.

4.2 Representation by Information Channel

In this section, the information flowing between a website designer and the user
is represented by a model using Channel theory. Furthermore, the effectiveness
of introducing four kinds of links, described in section 3, is discussed.

Classification of a Page. In a page, items which can be put on a link tag can
be divided into {Banner, Menu, Icon, Word}. On the other hand, the character
of the pages which are linked can be divided into {new, continuation of now
referring, already referred}.

The Banner tag means transference to another website, so linked information
is something new. A menu is used to connect to another page in the website.
Pages linked by a menu are divided into two kinds, i.e. that which includes
more detailed information and summarized information. An icon means a button
which has the shape of an arrow, a house etc. It has the function of “Return,”
“Top,” “Home,” etc. An icon is used to freely move within a website. For example
a right arrow is used to trace information one by one, and a left arrow is used
to go back to information which has already been referred to. In this paper, the
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words “Back,” “Next,” “Top,” etc. without graphic images are also regarded as
icons. Links which are put on words in a document are used to change a topic
to what the word (=keyword) means. Therefore, new information exists at the
links included in the text.

From the consideration of the above-mentioned, items in a website and char-
acters of the linked information are interpreted as token and type respectively.
Suppose that “Banner,” “Menu,” “Icon,” “Word” are defined as l1, l2, l3, l4, and
“new,” “referring,” “referred” are defined as α1, α2, α3 respectively. The classi-
fication Pg of a page is defined as followings:

l1 |=Pg α1, l2 |=Pg α1, l2 |=Pg α3,

l3 |=Pg α2, l3 |=Pg α3, l4 |=Pg α1.

This classification can be represented by a Chu map[12] as follows, by regarding
a token and a type as a column and a row respectively, and representing success
of binomial relation by 1, 0.

α1 α2 α3 typ(P g)
New Referring Referred

l1 Banner 1 0 0
l2 Menu 1 0 1
l3 Icon 0 1 1

t
o

k
(P

g
)

l4 Word 1 0 0

Classification of a User. The actions of a website user can be divided into
mx ={back, forward, refering}. These correspond to the basic functions of a
web browser. Actions of “forward” include behavior that opens a new page by
clicking on an item. The “referring” means an action that reads a series of
information. Meanwhile, a user’s status can be divided into βx ={searching in a
website, referring information}. As a result, token mx is classified by type βx as
following.

β1 β2 typ(Us)
Searching Referring

m1 Back 1 0
m2 Forward 1 1

t
o

k
(U

s
)

m3 Refer 0 1

Classification of a Designer. As described in Section 3.2, four kinds of links
nx ={external link, internal link, navigation link} are considered by a designer.
As a consequence of the hierarchical structure of information in a website, the
linked information can be divided into γx ={Related knowledge, Subordinate
knowledge, Single knowledge, Superordinate knowledge}. As a result of this,
token nx is classified by type γx as following.

γ1 γ2 γ3 γ4 typ(Ds)
Related Subordinate Single Superordinate

n1 External link 1 0 0 0
n2 Internal link 0 1 1 1

t
o

k
(D

s
)

n3 Navigation link 0 0 1 1

Information Channel Between a Designer and a User. An information
channel between classification Us and classification Ds must be considered in
order to analyze the information that flows between a user and a designer.
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Table 3 shows one of the information channels between Ds and Us via a
classification Pg as a core. The left side of the second column of this table shows
the infomorphism fu from Us to Pg, and the right side of the second column of
this table shows the infomorphism fd from Ds to Pg. {f∧

u (β1) = α3Cf∧
u (β2) =

α1} are represented by the combination of the row of the Chu map fu and the row
of the Chu map Pg, and {f∨

u (l1) = m3Cf∨
u (l2) = m2Cf∨

u (l3) = m1Cf∨
u (l4) =

m3} are represented by the combination of the column of the Chu map fu and
the Chu map Us.

Table 3. An information channel putting classification Pg as a core

typ(Us) typ(Ds)
β1 β2 γ1 γ2 γ3 γ4

m1 1 0 1 0 0 0 n1
m2 1 1 typ(Pg) 0 1 1 1 n2

t
o

k
(U

s
)

m3 0 1 α1 α2 α3 0 0 1 1 n3 t
o

k
(D

s
)

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 l1
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 l2
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 l3
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 l4 t

o
k
(P

g
)

fu fd

It is understood from f∧
u (β2) = f∧

d (γ1) = α1 that a website user can under-
stand “the related information is traced when referring.” However, a user cannot
clearly understand the character of linked information in other situations.

4.3 Introducing “UNIT”

In this section, the loose restrictions are added to a hyperlink by introducing the
concept of “intra-unit link” and “navigation link”. These are described in section
3, and the changing of the information flow between a user, UNITs and the
designer is discussed. In a UNIT, items which can use a link tag can be divided
into l′x ={Banner, Menu, Icon, Word} same as the page’s case. The character of
the information which is linked to items can be divided into α′

x ={new(outside
of the website), new(inside of the website), continuation of now referring, already
referred}. Therefore, token l′x is classified by type α′

x as following.
α′

1 α′
2 α′

3 α′
4 typ(Ut)

New(outside) New(inside) Referring Referred
l′1 Banner 1 0 0 0
l′2 Menu 0 1 0 1
l′3 Icon 0 0 1 1

t
o

k
(U

t
)

l′4 Word 0 1 0 0

By introducing the concept of UNIT, a conceptual model of users changes as
shown in the lower part of table 2, and classification Us changes to Us′ shown
in following.

β′
1 β′

2 β′
3 typ(Us′)

Searching Referring Leave site
m′

1 Back 1 0 0
m′

2 Forward (inside) 1 0 0
m′

3 Refer 0 1 0

t
o

k
(U

s
′ )

m′
4 Forward (outside) 0 0 1
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Table 4. An information channel putting classification Ut as a core

typ(Us′) typ(Ds′)
β′
1 β′

2 β′
3 γ′

1 γ′
2 γ′

3 γ′
4

m′
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 n′

1
m′

2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 n′
2

m′
3 0 1 0 typ(Ut) 0 0 1 0 n′

3
t
o

k
(U

s
′ )

m′
4 0 0 1 α′

1 α′
2 α′

3 α′
4 0 0 0 1 n′

4

t
o

k
(D

s
′ )

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 l′1
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 l′2
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 l′3
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 l′4 t

o
k
(U

t
)

f ′
u f ′

d

Similarly, a conceptual model of designers changes as shown in the upper part
of table 2, and classification Ds changes to Ds′ shown in following.

γ1 γ2 γ3 γ4 typ(Ds′)
Related Subordinate Single Superordinate

n′
1 External link 1 0 0 0

n′
2 Internal link 0 1 0 1

n′
3 Intra-unit link 0 0 1 0

t
o

k
(D

s
′ )

n′
4 Navigation link 0 0 0 1

Table 4 shows the information channel between classification Us′ classification
Ds′ via a classification Ut as a core. It is understood that the following matters
become clear from this table.

1. A single knowledge-unit is traced while referring. (f ′∧
u (β′

2) = f ′∧
d (γ′

3) = α′
3)

2. Related information exists outside of a website. (f ′∧
u (β′

3) = f ′∧
d (γ′

1) = α′
1)

3. Superordinate and subordinate knowledge-units can be traced while search-
ing a website. (f ′∧

u (β′
1) = f ′∧

d (γ′
2) = f ′∧

d (γ′
4) = α′

2)

5 An Experiment and Consideration

An experiment was carried out in order to verify the effectiveness of introducing
four types of links.

Two websites, site A and site B were used for this experiment. These websites
include a catalog of graduation works of Akita municipal junior college of arts
and crafts[13]. The data of 604 works are contained in each catalog. The data
is classified by course into eight groups, i.e. woodworking, textile A, textile B,
Japanese lacquer, glass, ceramics, metalworking A and metalworking B, and also
classified by the fiscal year. Site A and site B have quite the same hierarchical
structure.

In site A, all items which are set with a link tag are displayed by navy color.
On the other hand, site B is introduced with limited links. In site B, external
links, internal links, navigation links and intra-unit links are displayed by dark
cyan, navy, dark violet and orange red color respectively.

The testee did the following works on site A and site B.

1. Look at the photograph of the target work, and search the page in which
the same image is included. ( task 1 )
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unintelligible uncertain obscure unfamiliar complicated unnatural unsatisfactory

intelligible certain obvious familiar simple natural satisfactory
3

2

-2

1

-1

0

: site A

: site B

Fig. 1. A result of experimentation

2. Select one course from a specified group, and search the most favorite work
in the course. ( task 2 )

3. Answer the questionnaire which was made according to SD method[14].

Work X of the woodworking course and work Y of the metalworking B course
were selected as the search targets of task 1. X looks like a work of the ceramics
course, and Y looks like it is made of wood at first glance. In task 2, the course
groups were defined as followings. F1 = {woodworking, metalworking A, textile
A, glass} F2 = {Japanese lacquer, metalworking B, textile B, ceramics}

The test subjects were divided into four groups (G1 ∼ G4) and the experiment
was carried out in the following order, in order to reduce the influence by context
as much as possible. The subjects were 16 university students, aged from 18 to
23 years old, who are accustomed to the operations of a web browser.

Step 1 Step 2
Subject group site search target course group site search target course group

G1 A X F1 B Y F2
G2 A Y F2 B X F1
G3 B X F1 A Y F2
G4 B Y F2 A X F1

Fig 1 shows means and variances results of the experiment. The diamonds
in the figure show means, upper and lower straight lines show variances. The
black diamonds show data of site A, and white diamonds show data of site B
respectively.

The “natural” has a significant difference between data of site A and site B
(level of significance is 0.089). The differences are also slightly seen in “certainty”
(level of significance is 0.102) and “familiarity” (level of significance is 0.142).
This proves the consideration in section 4.3, i.e. a user comes to understand a
designer’s intention by introducing concept of UNIT.

As for “intelligibility,” Site A reached a slightly higher value. It is thought that
the cause of this is that the explanation of the four kinds of links gave an impres-
sion of difficulty to the subjects. It is expected that the value of “intelligibility”
would be improved by increased user experience.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, the concept of “UNIT” and four types of links are introduced in
order to give the restriction to a structure of website, called a loose restriction.
Website designers come to be able inevitably to construct a semantic hierarchi-
cal structure by designing according to this restriction. Whereas conventional
markup styles intend us to strictly define all the concepts. In addition, the users
can understand the intention of the website designer by considering the kinds of
links. As a result, it becomes easy to guess the semantic relationship between a
linking page and the linked page, hence the reduction of stress in information
retrieval can be expected. This is effective to a universal design of website from
the standpoint of the designers and users[15].

The flow of information before and after the introduction of “UNIT” was
analyzed by using the Channel theory in order to verify the effectiveness of
the restriction. By analyzing the models, it has been understood that the item
that should be clicked becomes clear in each case of referring information and
searching in a website after introducing the concept of “UNIT.” In addition, the
experiment that used the sites where the restriction had been introduced was
carried out in order to confirm the effectiveness of proposition of this paper.
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